
That’s where ArcFM Editor XI comes in. The first Esri partner 
solution built on the Utility Network, Editor XI gives editors 
of  electric, gas, and water utilities increased productivity, 
enhanced data validation, clearer analysis and streamlined 
editing tools.

The ArcFM Editor XI Difference
Built specifically in ArcGIS Pro and for Esri’s Utility Network 
Management Extension, ArcFM Editor XI provides new ways for 
ensuring the highest quality data and delivers new editing tools 
for keeping asset and network data at its best. With reduced 
editing times up to 70 percent, ArcFM Editor XI makes a GIS 
editor’s work simpler, streamlined and faster while benefiting 
downstream systems that rely on GIS data.

Provides quick insights and improved editing efficiency  

Tracing and inquiry tools and simplified workflows for  
any network.

Improve data quality and integrity needed to enable GIS 

integrations.

The ArcFM Data Validation Assistant enhances the core Utility 
Network validation, providing finer data quality controls and 
automated error resolution.

Seamless integration and enablement of  ArcGIS Pro. 

Take advantage of  a better user experience and embedded 
version controls built around core ArcGIS Pro capabilities for 
GIS Professionals.

A transformation in GIS editing 

It’s no secret that the utility industry is going through a major transformation, and 
central to these changes is your GIS data. No organization can meet the demands of  
the future with the tools of  the past; it’s time to completely reimagine how to use and 
manage GIS data across your organization. 

ArcFM™ Editor XI 

Making GIS editing faster, easier and more engaging  
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ArcFM Editor XI gives GIS editors productivity tools, workflows, and processes for increased ease of  
use and simplifying the editing process on ArcGIS Pro.

Functionality 
•  Session Manager XI: Provides clear, step-by-step workflows for daily GIS editing tasks. Approval 

and quality assurance roles within the workflow assign the correct organizational people. To assist 
with audits, records are maintained on who made a change and when, as well as when a session is 
reconciled, posted and/or rejected.

•  Visual editing tools for specific workflows.
 •  Redline tools for reviewing and commissioning redlines created by ArcFM Mobile XI in the field; 

changes are made directly to the GIS without any redraw
 •  Visual attribute editing enables one-click attribute changes and provides critical component 

information in a simple to understand view.
•  An ArcFM Construction Tool that extends feature template editing by automatically populating  

phase attributes.
•  Built upon the latest core ArcGIS Pro functionality such as tasks, feature editing templates and 

attribute rules.
•  New gas component enhancements that provide critical attribute information

Benefits
•  Quickly see critical attribute information and effortlessly change the normal position of  either gas, 

water and/or electric devices without opening the attribute editor.
•  Improves editing times by up to 70 percent.
•  Review map correction based on field redlines almost instantaneously.
•  Work faster and more intuitively with construction tools that automatically populate attributes.
•  Streamline asset management and editing processes, ensuring high-integrity data for the  

network model.
•  Tight collaboration with ArcFM Mobile XI includes features and attributes collected in the field, 

making Mobile XI a complete Utility Network editing solution.
•  Updating the GIS from Mobile XI has been improved 30 percent.
•  Seamlessly commission designs from Designer XI through Editor XI and on to GDBM XI.

Protect data quality and validation
ArcFM Editor XI provides intuitive validation results to guide users in making a correct decision on 
required data changes to ensure an up-to-date network. 

Functionality 
•  Data Validation Assistant: One stop tool that guides a user through resolving utility network 

connectivity issues. The tool provides a clear and effective resolution path forward through organizing 
network connectivity issues quickly and providing filtering options to narrow down the correct 
connectivity. Effective use during a migration or on a daily basis.

•  Rolling updates to stay up to date on the latest patches, fixes, and releases.
•  New ArcFM Attribute Rules and Validation Rules built for network specific edits.

Productivity for Utility GIS Editors
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Better network management with 
enhanced inquiry tools

Benefits
•  Reduces the overhead of  version management by 50 percent.
•  Greater organization and clarity of  work.
•  Quick adoption of  enhancements and a reduced impact of  defects.
•  Improve data quality control and speed up error resolution, thereby 

reducing the overall network connectivity issues.
•  Deliver data quality and integrity needed for gas, water, and  

electric networks.
• Make more informed decisions with better context around data issues. 
• Enable smoother integration with downstream systems.

Domain-specific tools for gas, water, and electric networks, ArcFM Editor XI 
gives you quick insight into circuits and pressure zones regardless of  the 
size or complexity of  your network. 

Functionality
•  A Network Management Tool that presents all network information in a 

single location for easy review.
•  Animated flow direction allows users to easily tell which way electric 

current, water or gas is going through a network and identifies loops and/
or disconnected portions.

•  Not only search and highlight your network but find its source, tie-devices, 
and get all the relevant information through the configured summaries.

•  Electric tracing options include Downstream, Downstream Protective, 
Upstream and Upstream Protective – all of  which trace across the  
tier boundaries.

•  Gas & water tracing options include a full system trace and an isolation 
trace as well as the capability to adhere to squeeze-offs for gas network 
only. Containment and structures may be included as part of  the trace.

Benefits
•  Work more efficiently by getting all your gas, water, and electric network 

information in a single location for easy review.
•  Faster identification and resolution of  network problems.
•  Gather key insights faster through advanced network intelligence, tracing 

and inquiry tools. 
•  Optimize assets and resources to reduce cost and improve efficiency and 

overall effectiveness.
•  One-click tracing results with the latest utility network.

The ArcFM Solution XI Series

 ArcFM Editor XI is an essential component 

of  Schneider Electric’s ArcFM Solution XI 

Series.  The ArcFM Solution XI Series is an 

ecosystem of  applications that immediately 

impacts the speed and ease of  your work 

now, yet also bridges you to the Utility 

Network according to your schedule, budget 

and scope. This flexibility gives you the 

freedom to take advantage of  new tools and 

capabilities today while knowing you will be 

supported as you make the transformation to 

a digital utility in the years ahead.



Start your transition to the Utility Network 

ArcFM Editor XI
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ArcFM Editor XI streamlines the Utility Network Management Extension’s editing requirements and 
enhances its editing framework with utility-specific workflows.  To experience this first hand, and to 
deepen your knowledge of  ArcFM Editor XI and the Utility Network we offer a Building Your ArcFM XI 
Pilot program.  The program is designed to help utilities better prepare, budget, and reduce risk as 
they migrate to the Utility Network Management Extension.

Program components
•  End User Training 
•  ArcFM XI Technical review workshop  
•  ArcFM Editor XI software
•  Pilot Data migration
•  Migration planning report

Learn more about ArcFM Editor XI or Building Your ArcFM XI Pilot Program  
Contact your Schneider Electric Account Manager for more information.

Schneider Electric 
2620 E. Prospect Rd.
Fort Collins, CO 80525
Suite 130, United States

www.myarcfm.schneider-electric.com
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